WARNING

DO NOT EAT FISH OR SHELLFISH CAUGHT IN COOKS RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES

ALEXANDRA CANAL: NO FISHING BY ALL METHODS OR DISTURBING BED SEDIMENTS.

COOKS RIVER: ROD AND LINE FISHING ONLY

HIGH LEVELS OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTANTS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THIS AREA. YOU SHOULD RELEASE YOUR CATCH.

For more information visit www.industry.nsw.gov.au

Legend

- Do not eat fish or shellfish.
- Rod and line fishing only.

GENERAL DISCLAIMER This publication may provide assistance or information but Industry and Investment NSW and its employees do not guarantee the publication is without flaw or is wholly appropriate for any particular purpose and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequences which may arise from relying on any information in this publication. This publication is a guide only, it does not replace the Fisheries Management Act (1994) or other acts and statutory rules applying to, or affecting recreational fishing. It is a summary of laws and regulations applying to this area and any other relevant matters. Industry and Investment NSW accepts no responsibility for ensuring that they are up-to-date or are being followed by all parties. Check regulations with your local authorities or at www.dpi.nsw.gov.au.
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